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Design No.1
How to find the "A" position?
by Conrad M. Tremblay

over, a year ago, the BNAP.S Study Group member Thomas
Inglis wrote'an interesting article in the "Perforator
Volume 2, Number 9, on the CDC perfins and on the No.1
Design, perforator manufactured for the Gutta Percha Rubber Co.
This was enough to whip my unsatisfied curiosoty. Collecting positions-, I always had problems with the perforated stamps from these
two companies. Tom straighten my CDC's, and decided to make my own
investigation to find a• way to positively identify the "A" position
for the design /1'1 and I did.
First, I checked' the last, reprint of the handbook on "Canadian
Stamps With Perforated Initials, third edition-reprinted in 1979.
I found 3 reproductions of the Design #1 : one on the'cover, thesecond in the center-of the printed golden rod addenda and the last
is shown at the end of the regular listingof patterns, page 27.
Of course, these' tree illustrations lok alike, but they are truly
images of a stamppunched in three different positions!
The fun starts : which one is the "A"` position? ...Is one of them
right?
;I pabsed. in review the stamps in my collection and my duplicates
several times and I was going in circle all the time untill I tough
of a basic criterion based on common sense. If someone wants a
perforator made up, he would expect his name, initials or the insignia of his company be the exact reproduction of the model submitted
when punched in the stamps glued on the envelops face up.
Sofar we all agree that it is a solid criterion for establishing
the :"A" position of any pattern of any country and that the "A"
positions should.,be the commonest position found.
By making a final survey of my duplicates, I grouped the identical
punches when looking at the stamp face up in an upright position.
Position
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The table gives you the results I came up with -. 41 designs alike
and at this time they should be called the "A" positions.

How to separate the different positions?
If the drawing of the maltose cross would be symetrically done, the
four center holes would make a perfect square. But %
fortunately for the purpose of this study, the design
is not perfect, with one hole. out of position as
illustrated by the Figure 1.
Figure 1

The Figure-two (below) shows all 4 positions.

We notice from the survey.=of "the 80 perfins that the sheets were
rarely -=--hod with the L ram side, up; giving pis the position B(2)
and D(G) relatively rare.

C
t.

Figure, 2

D
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This design was punched manually by a single head perforator.
_-The small definitive stamps'were never found (yet) punched sideways, limiting the varieties of positions to 4, as shown above.
.-'The period'of usage seem to spans from 1903 to 1931 issues,'and
are known on 31 stamps'from the number'104 to 190 as reported
in the"Perforator" by the study group.
It is time now to identify all your perfins with the Design f/l•
by position, time to make a list and to send it

to me as soon as

possible for publication of a check list so much wanted.

You can reach me at : Box 85, St. Gabriel, Que., JOKI 210
At the same time, mention the stamps you have to trade .... why not?

It is an excellent occasion to increase your holdings:
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ALBERTA P.AILWAY & IRRIGATION CO'1PANY
The-'ARV 'perforated insignia was most likely only used for a
portion of the less than eight.yearlife of the Alberta Railway &
Irrigation Company. The Alberta Railway & Irrigation Company was
formed in 1904 and was absorbed into the Canadian Pacific Railway
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^
UNITED STATES

1

One very surprising fact is that
this perforated insignia is more common in United States postage stamps.
The United States postage was required as the Alberta railway & Irrigation Company had an interchange in
Sweetgrass , Fontana , with the Great
Northern railway. During the 1980
census only five copies of this insignia were reported, and no covers,
excluding the two voucher notices
below which surfaced recently.
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